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Abstract

Nitrous oxide (N2O) is an extremely potent long-lived greenhouse gas that also significantly depletes
stratospheric ozone. The global concentration of atmospheric N2O has been increasing significantly, through
sources such as synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers in agricultural soils, which has prompted more research in the
area in the hope of mitigating its effects upon future climate change. This work aimed to refine regional
estimates of N2O emissions from southeast Australia over the period 1993 – 2016 and to look for evidence of
the major meteorological and human land-use processes that affect them. This was done by studying the ratio
of N2O to radon enhancements from a subset of 205,000 observations from the Cape Grim Baseline Air
Pollution Station in Tasmania, that were selected for times when the air stream had passed over the southeast
Australian mainland.
The average N2O fluxes for southeast Australia over the period 1993 – 2016 was estimated to be 135 ± 35 kgN
km-2 yr-1, which agrees with estimates for the region for earlier time periods. The N2O emissions were found
to be significantly increasing, from a yearly average of 107 kgN km-2 yr-1 in 1993 to 179 kgN km-2 yr-1 in
2016, which is consistent with the increasing nitrogenous fertilizer application on southeast Australian farms.
The annual cycle of N2O emissions, which were difficult to discern in earlier work, shows two clear maxima:
one in spring and another larger peak in autumn. Although monthly precipitation was found to be weakly
correlated with the interannual variability of N2O emissions, it appears to have an influence on the sub-annual
emissions from soils when accompanied by increasing temperatures during the spring growing season. The
autumn emission peak is likely the result of the combination of irrigation and timing of nitrogenous fertilizer
application after periods of dry soils in summer.
The magnitude, increasing trend and annual cycle confirm that agricultural land-use activities are having a
significant impact upon N2O emissions from southeast Australia. Given the long lifetime of atmospheric N2O
and its role in stratospheric ozone depletion, this underlines the importance of mitigating emissions from
agricultural soils. This study also underscores the advantages of using a regionally-integrating “top-down”
approach such as the radon-calibrated flux technique to estimate regional emissions, particularly in refining
the spatial heterogeneity of emissions that is difficult to capture with bottom-up approaches.
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Abstract
Nitrous oxide (N2O) is an extremely potent long-lived greenhouse gas that also significantly
depletes stratospheric ozone. The global concentration of atmospheric N 2O has been
increasing significantly, through sources such as synthetic nitrogenous fertilizers in
agricultural soils, which has prompted more research in the area in the hope of mitigating its
effects upon future climate change. This work aimed to refine regional estimates of N2O
emissions from southeast Australia over the period 1993 – 2016 and to look for evidence of
the major meteorological and human land-use processes that affect them. This was done by
studying the ratio of N2O to radon enhancements from a subset of 205,000 observations from
the Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station in Tasmania, that were selected for times when
the air stream had passed over the southeast Australian mainland. The average N2O fluxes for
southeast Australia over the period 1993 – 2016 was estimated to be 135 ± 35 kgN km-2 yr-1,
which agrees with estimates for the region for earlier time periods. The N2O emissions were
found to be significantly increasing, from a yearly average of 107 kgN km-2 yr-1 in 1993 to 179
kgN km-2 yr-1 in 2016, which is consistent with the increasing nitrogenous fertilizer application
on southeast Australian farms. The annual cycle of N2O emissions, which were difficult to
discern in earlier work, shows two clear maxima: one in spring and another larger peak in
autumn. Although monthly precipitation was found to be weakly correlated with the
interannual variability of N2O emissions, it appears to have an influence on the sub-annual
emissions from soils when accompanied by increasing temperatures during the spring
growing season. The autumn emission peak is likely the result of the combination of irrigation
and timing of nitrogenous fertilizer application after periods of dry soils in summer.

The magnitude, increasing trend and annual cycle confirm that agricultural land-use activities
are having a significant impact upon N2O emissions from southeast Australia. Given the long
lifetime of atmospheric N2O and its role in stratospheric ozone depletion, this underlines the
importance of mitigating emissions from agricultural soils. This study also underscores the
advantages of using a regionally-integrating “top-down” approach such as the radoncalibrated flux technique to estimate regional emissions, particularly in refining the spatial
heterogeneity of emissions that is difficult to capture with bottom-up approaches.
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PART 1
1.

Introduction

Following the industrial revolution, there has been a growing awareness of the influence that
human activities are having on the atmosphere, and the implications this has for the global
climate system. Burning fossil fuels and agricultural practices are well known to be emitting
gases into the atmosphere, that destroy stratospheric ozone and enhance the greenhouse
effect (IPCC, 2014). The greenhouse effect is a natural process that helps to maintain the
average temperature of the Earth’s atmosphere around 15oC, allowing it to be habitable by
humans. The process works as follows: the sun emits short-wave radiation which mostly
passes through the atmosphere to reach the Earth’s surface. Some of this short-wave gets
reflected (5-50%) depending on the properties that control the albedo, the portion that isn’t
reflected is absorbed, and heats the surface. The surface then re-emits this heat as long-wave,
infrared radiation, some of which is absorbed by atmospheric constituents and re-radiated
back toward the Earth, helping to keep the surface warmer (IPCC, 2014). Clouds, water
vapour, and biogenic gases such as; carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and, nitrous oxide
(N2O) are among the atmospheric constituents responsible for absorbing and re-emitting
infrared radiation. We refer to such species as greenhouse gases (GHGs). If the concentrations
of GHG’s in the atmosphere increases, the radiative forcing of the atmosphere would also
increase. The relative contributions that GHGs have towards the net warming of Earth is
evaluated and quantified using the concept of radiative forcing, defined as the net change in
the energy balance or radiative flux due to an imposed perturbation (IPCC, 2013).

Human activities have been shown to increase concentrations of GHGs globally (Fig. 1),
trapping more heat energy within the atmosphere, and contributing to change in the global
climate system (IPCC, 2014). This process is known as the ‘enhanced greenhouse effect’.
Carbon dioxide is the most abundant GHG in the atmosphere that’s concentration is being
altered by human activities and it is therefore used as the reference species for quantifying
the radiative forcing of other GHGs. The term global warming potential (GWP) refers to the
integrated radiative forcing of an atmospheric constituent over a chosen period relative to
1

that of CO2. Of the major biogenic GHG’s, N2O has the highest GWP per molecule, as shown
in Table 1.

Table 1. GWP of major biogenic greenhouse gases (adapted from IPCC. (2013)).
Gas

Lifetime (years)

GWP (20 years)

GWP (100 years)

Carbon dioxide (CO2)

variable

1

1

Methane (CH4)

12.4

86

34

Nitrous oxide (N2O)

121

264

298

Figure 1: Atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases; carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4) and
nitrous oxide (N2O) (reproduced from IPCC. (2014)).

Atmospheric nitrous oxide is a long-lived (131  10 y; Prather et al., 2012) active greenhouse
gas that is heavily involved in stratospheric ozone depletion (Wang et al., 2014). Nitrous oxide
is emitted to the troposphere (or atmospheric boundary layer; ABL) and subsequently
transported to the stratosphere via vertical mixing processes. Once in the stratosphere, N2O
induces stratospheric ozone depletion by releasing active chemicals via nitrogen oxide –
catalyzed processes (Ravishankara et al., 2009). As of 2016, the amount of N2O in the
2

atmosphere had increased by approximately 20% from pre-industrial levels (from 275 ppb to
329 ppb) (CSIRO, 2017). This increase has been shown to be of anthropogenic origins, which
currently constitutes around 1/3 of global N2O sources (Nevison et al., 2007), most of which
are attributable the agricultural sector (IPCC, 2014). The primary source of N2O globally is
believed to be microbial production (Davidson, 2009), through the processes of nitrification
and denitrification. Local field experiments have revealed that N2O production in soils is
mostly driven by high moisture content, temperature and the amount of reactive nitrogen.
With the increased use of nitrogen-based fertilizers in the agricultural industry, nitrogen
availability has become a major driver of emissions. At regional or national scales, however,
the mechanisms and controlling factors of N2O emissions are still largely not well understood
(Bouwman et al., 1995; Butterbach-bahl et al., 2013). This is mainly because of the highly
dynamic and variable nature of N2O soil losses, a result of a multitude of interacting controls
(Butterbach-bahl et al., 2013). Studies have found a distinct annual variability of N2O
emissions, with greater fluxes occurring during spring and when temperatures are warm
enough to promote microbial production (Wagner-Riddle et al., 1997; Wilson et al., 1997).
Some studies have indicated that N2O fluxes have a clear dependence on rainfall events
(Wilson et al., 1997; Saikawa et al., 2013). A global model of N2O emissions predicted that
Australia’s N2O emissions should correlate strongly with GPP (Gross Primary Production), soil
temperature, net N mineralization and soil NH4 (Saikawa et al., 2013).

Australian greenhouse gas emissions from 1990 – 2016 (Department of the Environment and
Energy, 2016), have been made using the Australian Greenhouse Emissions Information
System (AGEIS). The inventory estimates N2O emissions from the agricultural industry to be
an average of 37 kgN km-2 yr-1 for the period 1993 – 2016, representing approximately 68%
of the national N2O contribution. Southern hemisphere soil emission rates have previously
been estimated to be around 90 kgN km-2 yr-1 (Bouwmann et al., 1995), implying that
Victorian estimates are lower than the hemispheric average. More recently, estimates for
Oceania indicate a total soil flux of 0.2 TgN yr-1 (Saikawa et al., 2013). If uniformly distributed,
this suggests an approximate soil flux for Victoria of 84 kgN km-2 yr-1. In a top-down approach,
Wilson et al. (1997) estimated the N2O flux for south-eastern Australia to be 130 ± 30 kgN km2

yr-1, using radon as a tracer species for terrestrial influence, the same technique employed

in this study.
3

Using reference tracers to estimate regional emissions avoids using explicit formulations of
atmospheric mixing processes including geographic trajectories and air dilution (Biraud et al.,
2000). Radon (222Rn) is a radioactive trace element that has been widely used to estimate
regional fluxes of greenhouse gases (Biraud et al., 2000; Wilson et al., 1997). Radon has a halflife of 3.8 days and its rate of emissions from unsaturated terrestrial surfaces was previously
thought to be approximately uniform (Schery et al., 1989), however more recent studies
suggest that the land-surface radon flux has a significant spatial and temporal variability
(Griffiths et al., 2010). Since radon has a terrestrially-based surface source only, and doesn’t
accumulate in the atmosphere, it is an ideal and unambiguous tracer of an air mass’ contact
time with land over the past two weeks.

1.1.

Aims and objectives

The aim of this study is to estimate nitrous oxide emissions from the south eastern Australian
mainland, using radon as a tracer species for emissions from terrestrial influence. Data
measured at the Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station from years 1993 – 2016 will be used,
with the specific objectives to:
1. Examine the features and trends in the concentrations of N 2O and radon.
2. Apply the radon-calibrated method to estimate N2O flux from the radon fetch region
for the mainland.
3. Examine trends in N2O fluxes and suggest possible meteorological and agricultural
land-use influences.
4. Discuss the implications of N2O emissions and what it means for the global climate
system.

4

1.2.

Thesis Outline and Scope

This thesis will be divided into four parts:

Part 1 – The introduction and Literature Review, which will set the context of this study
include relevant literature of: the importance of N2O as a greenhouse gas; the role of the
nitrogen cycle in producing N2O with increasing anthropogenic influence; meteorological
impacts on emissions, and; how radon can be used to estimation regional N2O emissions from
soils.

Part 2 – Regional Setting and Methods. This part will cover: the climate of southeast Australia;
the location and history of Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station and the instruments used
to measure both radon and N2O.

Part 3 – The Results and Discussion. This part presents analyses of the observed radon
concentrations, radon flux and fetch regions, as well as the observed N2O concentrations,
covering the methods used to refine N2O fluxes from southeast Australia; and finally, it
compares the results with other estimates and analyses interannual and annual trends.

Part 4 – The Conclusion and Recommendations for future work.

5

2.

Literature Review

2.1. Nitrous oxide: stratospheric ozone depletion
Early concern and knowledge for stratospheric ozone depletion began in the 1970s, when
nitrogen oxides were noticed to be expelled from supersonic aircraft, and chlorine (Cl) radicals
became evident in the atmosphere through rocket exhausts and chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)
(Crutzen, 1970; Stolarski & Cicerone, 1974). As chlorinated-compound concentrations
increased, chlorine-induced ozone depletion gained a lot of attention during the 1970s –
1980s. Discussions reached a critical juncture at the discovery of the ozone hole above
Antarctica, a result of catalytic destruction by anthropogenically released chlorine and
bromine. In 1987, the Montreal Protocol set out to create binding obligations for all countries
to phase out the production of major ozone depleting species (ODS) such as CFCs and
hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs). The agreement was a great success and led to a gradual
decline of stratospheric chlorine and bromine (Montzka et al., 1996) due to the reduction of
these ODS’s. However, with these species in decline, the concern has shifted to other ODS
species such as nitrous oxide, which has been calculated to be the dominant ODS emitted in
the 21st century (Ravishankara et al., 2009; Portmann et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2014).

Early work by Crutzen & Enhalt (1977) suggested that increased use of fixed nitrogen as
fertilizer could result in a reduction of the ozone layer by a few percent by the beginning of
the 21st century. This was reaffirmed by Portmann & Solomon (2007), who found that
increasing levels of N2O could lead to a 2-4% decrease in the Total Ozone Column (TOC) by
the end of the 21st century. Ravishankara et al. (2009) demonstrated how N2O will continue
to be the most dominant ozone-depleting substance throughout the 21st century, by
comparing the ozone-depleting potentials (ODPs) of various ODSs. The ODP is a quantifiable
unit used to represent the relative contributions that various ODSs have towards ozone layer
depletion. It relates the amount of stratospheric ozone depletion by the release of a unit mass
of a species compared to the amount destroyed by the release of chlorofluorocarbon 11 (CFC11) (Ravishankara et al., 2009). This study showed that even at the height of CFC emissions
6

during the 1980’s, N2O had the fourth highest ODP-weighted emissions. Projections of these
emissions (Fig. 2) where N2O ODP-weighted emissions will continue to dominate through to
the end of the 21st century. This shows the importance of N2O in relation the ozone layer and
climate change, especially with N2O emissions from soils estimated to be increasing as the
fertilizer industry continues to be relied upon. Given its ODP-weighted significance, N2O has
been monitored globally as part of the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment
(AGAGE) network since 1978.

Figure 2: Projected ODP-weighted emissions of ODSs and other non-CO2 gases (reproduced from
Ravishankara et al., 2009).

7

2.2 The Nitrogen Cycle
Nitrogen (N) is the most abundant element within the Earth’s atmosphere, making up
approximately 80% of it (Bernhard, 2010). Most of the nitrogen we breathe is N2, a relatively
unreactive gas that organisms cannot directly incorporate into their cells. For plants and
animals to access the nitrogen contained within N2 molecules, it must first be converted to
more chemically reactive forms such as ammonium (NH4+) and nitrate (NO3-). In natural
ecosystems, the conversion between inert N2 and reactive nitrogen is entirely controlled by
microorganisms, however, over the past century invention of the Haber-Bosch process in
1909 has enabled the agricultural industry to directly fix N2 from the atmosphere into
ammonia to produce a range of nitrogenous fertilizers (Stein & Klotz, 2016). The Haber-Bosch
process begins with steam reforming natural gas in a primary reformer, and then again with
air in a secondary reformer to produce H2 and N2 (Travis, 2017). Compression of the synthesis
gas allows ammonia to be synthesized in the presence of an iron catalyst (Travis, 2017). Major
processes of the nitrogen cycle include nitrogen fixation, uptake, mineralization, nitrification
and denitrification, and all play significant roles in the production of N2O (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Major chemical processes of the nitrogen cycle (reproduced from Bernhard. (2010)).

8

2.2.1. Nitrogen fixation
The supply of fixed nitrogen is essential for all life forms. Major sources of fixed nitrogen
globally include: biological fixation (terrestrial and marine ecosystems), lightning, and
anthropogenic nitrogen fixation, i.e. the production of fertilizers via the Haber-Bosch process.
Biological Nitrogen Fixation (BNF) is a natural process by which inert nitrogen (N2) is captured
from the atmosphere and converted in to plant-available nitrogen (Vitousek et al., 2013). The
process can be carried out by two ways: symbiotic fixation, whereby nitrogen-fixing bacteria
live in symbiotic association with plant hosts that provide carbon to the nitrogen-fixing
bacteria in exchange for N; and asymbiotic fixation, which is carried out by aerobic and
anaerobic bacteria and cyanobacteria living in water, soils and litters (Dynarski & Houlton,
2018). Although there is great physiological diversity between organisms that perform
nitrogen fixation, they all use an enzyme complex called ‘nitrogenase’, which acts as a catalyst
for the reduction of N2 to NH3 (Bernhard, 2010). The chemical process can be seen in the
equation below, where the reduction of N2 to NH3 requires eight electrons and 16 ATP
molecules (Bernhard, 2010).

(3)
N2 + 8H+ + 8e- → 2NH3 + H2

Vitousek et al. (2013) provided a pre-industrial estimate of terrestrial BNF of 58 Tg N/yr (Fig.
6), with a range of 40 – 100 Tg N/yr. BNF also occurs in the ocean through heterotrophic
nitrogen fixers and the bloom-forming genus Trichodesmium (Fowler et al., 2013). Recent
global marine BNF estimates have been made by Canfield et al. (2010) (140 Tg N yr-1) and
Galloway et al. (2004) (145 Tg N yr-1), however, these are accompanied by the uncertainty of
spatial variability, particularly that of phosphorus and iron which are important nutrients
required for the process (Fowler et al., 2013).
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Figure 4: Global sources of fixed nitrogen (reproduced from Fowler et al. (2013)).

A significantly large contributor to global nitrogen fixation is fertilizer production through the
Haber-Bosch process (Fig. 4). Fertilizers are compounds given to plants and crops to sustain
growth, because soil nitrogen is constantly being exported from farms through plant and
animal products. Since the inception of the Haber-Bosch process, fertilizer production has
converted a large amount of unreactive N2 to reactive forms (Galloway et al., 2004). This
amount has been shown to be generally increasing at a global scale (Fig. 5), a result of an
increasing population and reliance on the agricultural industry to supply food for the people.
Lu & Tian (2017) estimated that global synthetic N fertilizer use has increased by 85 Tg N yr-1
between the years 1961 – 2013. Other studies have estimated the increase in synthetic N
fertilizer use to be 82.9 Tg N yr-1 (Bouwman et al., 2009) and 77.8 Tg N yr-1 (Mueller et al.,
2012) for a similar timeframe.
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Figure 5: Interannual variability of N fertilizer use rate of China, India, US, Brazil, Pakistan for the
years 1961 – 2013 (reproduced from Lu & Tian. (2017)).

2.2.2. Synthetic fertilizers, nitrogen fixation, and N2O

Nitrous oxide from agricultural soils constitutes approximately 50% of global anthropogenic
emissions (IPCC, 2014), which is primarily the result of increased application of synthetic N
fertilizer. The total input of N into soils, and its subsequent availability, has been used to
predict N2O fluxes using the Emission Factor (EF) approach (IPCC, 2006). A 1% N2O EF value
has been used by IPCC (2006) and assumes a linear relationship between N input and N2O
emissions, however, many field experiments conducted using multiple rates of fertilizer
application infer that N2O can respond exponentially to increasing N input (Hoben et al., 2011;
Scherbak et al., 2014). Shcherbak et al. (2014) completed a global meta-analysis of studies
investigating the response of N2O emissions from soils to nitrogen fertilizers and found that
the N2O emission rate grew almost exponentially for synthetically fertilized crops (Fig. 6), and
that higher EFs were evident in N-fixing crops with soil carbon contents >1.5% and pH <7
(Shcherbak et al., 2014). Similar results were shown by Hoben et al. (2011), who found that
N2O emission factors increased with increasing N application (Fig. 6), particularly when N
application rates were above those required for maximum crop yield. This suggests that N2O
fluxes can be potentially lowered by management of fertilizer application rates without
effecting crop yield (Hoben et al., 2011). Sehy et al. (2003) tested this when they reduced
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fertilizer application by 16% from 150 kg N ha-1 to 125 kg N ha-1 in low yielding maize fields,
which resulted in a 34% reduction in N2O emissions. This study found no such correlation in
high-yielding fields and found that soil nitrate levels above threshold values can limit
microbial denitrification (Sehy et al., 2003). Similar results were found by Agriculture Victoria
when they undertook an investigation into nitrogen use efficiency and N losses at key
Victorian cropping sites (Agriculture Victoria, 2017). Doubling N fertilizer rates had no clear
effect on emissions, especially in low-medium rainfall areas. Applying additional fertilizer in
irrigated sites in North Central Victoria dramatically increased N loss as N2O from 0.21 – 3.97
kgN km-2 day-1 in 2014 and 0.33 – 1.22 kgN km-2 day-1 in 2015 (Agriculture Victoria, 2017). This
implies that significant emissions can still be generated in low rainfall areas, where fertilizer
application rates are high and applied during the irrigation seasons. In areas where there is
limited rainfall, processes of nitrification and denitrification that thrive on soil moisture are
not as productive, inducing a buildup of reactive N trapped within the soil. After these dry
periods, the irrigation season may provide the necessary moisture to cause the formation of
large quantities of N2O.

Figure 6: A comparison of models of N2O emissions for N fertilizer rates and reduction scenarios
(reproduced from Scherback et al. (2014)).
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2.2.3. Nitrification and denitrification
The processes of nitrification and denitrification performed by microorganisms are primary
drivers of N2O production (Davidson, 2009). Nitrification is a two-step process, involving the
conversion of ammonia to nitrite, and then to nitrate (Fig. 3). The process is accomplished by
two groups of autotrophic nitrifying bacteria; Nitrosomonas genus which are ammoniaoxidizing-bacteria that oxidize ammonia to nitrite (NO2-), and ammonia-oxidizing archaea
(AOA) Nitrobacter genus that oxidize nitrite to nitrate (NO3-) (EPA, 2002) – shown in equation
4. These autotrophs serve as primary producers in a food chain and are vital in converting
inorganic raw material into organic molecules for other organisms to consume. In limited
oxygen environments, these ammonium oxidizers can reduce NO2- to nitric oxide (NO), N2O
and N2 – a process termed ‘nitrifier denitrification’ (Ducey & Wrage-Monnig, 2001).

(4)
NH4+ → NH2OH → NO2- → NO3-

Denitrification is an anaerobic process that involves the conversion of nitrate to nitrogen gas
(see Equation 5), removing the biological content of nitrogen and returning it back to the
atmosphere. Denitrification is carried out mostly by prokaryotic denitrifying bacteria
including;

Bacillus,

and

Pseudomonas

(Bernhard,

2010).

These

bacteria

are

chemoorganotrophs (gain energy from inorganic oxidation) and depend on some amount of
organic carbon for energy (Bernhard, 2010). Under anoxic and suboxic environments (O2 < 10
µM), N2O can be produced following the reduction of nitrate to nitrite (Eqn. 5). Key factors
that influence nitrification and denitrification are described by Bouwman (1990), and include:
soil moisture and temperature, amount of organic carbon, soil oxygen availability (as
measured by soil water content), ammonia and nitrate concentrations, and soil pH.

(5)
NO3- → NO2- → NO + N2O → N2

Nitrification and denitrification can occur simultaneously, due to the development of aerobic
and anaerobic sites and bacteria within the same soil aggregate (Renault & Stengal, 1994).
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This, and the multiple biological pathways that are involved in N 2O production and
consumption, make it difficult to quantify the relative contributions of nitrification and
denitrification. However, various studies involving the use of

15N

tracer techniques in N-

fertilized soils have increased understanding in this field (Stevens et al., 1997; Mathieu et al.,
2005). This technique involves labelling NH4+ and NO3- pools with

15N,

and periodically

comparing their 15N enrichments in N2O, to determine the relative importance of these the
two processes (Stevens et al., 1997). Using this technique, Mathieu et al. (2005) found that
under unsaturated conditions 60% of N2O came from nitrification, while under saturated
conditions denitrification contributed to 85 – 90%. A high proportion of N2O emitted by
nitrified N was the result of a decrease in O2 availability caused by increased soil moisture
content (Mathieu et al., 2005). Decreases in oxygen pressure are thought to slow down
nitrification rates, subsequently increasing the amount of N emitted as N 2O (Khalil et al.,
2004). Shifting aeration conditions can also cause a change in microbial communities. For
example, low O2 concentrations allow favourable conditions for nitrifier denitrifying
populations, which have been known to increase N2O fluxes (Anderson et al., 1993).
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2.3 Meteorological influence on emissions
N2O emissions can vary depending on the climatic conditions at any given location. Areas with
high rainfall and fertile soils are often found to emit more N2O than semi-arid zones
(Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, 2015). Studies designed to determine the
main drivers that control emissions have had a variety of conclusions, including that N2O soil
emissions vary ‘unpredictably’ (Beauchamp, 1996). The principal causes of N2O emissions
from soils are nitrification and denitrification, which are driven by soil moisture, soil
temperature and substrate availability (Goldberg & Gebauer, 2009). Strong changes in
meteorological conditions to which these processes are sensitive are therefore thought to
induce significant changes in N2O fluxes.

2.3.1. Seasonality and temperature
N2O fluxes have been observed to change throughout the year, with different months and
seasons showing a high variability. For example, freeze-thawing cycles during the winter and
spring months have significant influence of the physiological and biological properties of soil
(Cates and Keeney, 1987). This period can affect the movement and migration of nitrogen in
terrestrial ecosystems and therefore the amount lost into the atmosphere. Wagner-Riddle et
al. (1997) found that in the agricultural fields of Guelph, Canada, larger emissions occurred at
spring-thaw to early spring, which depended on the type of crop and the availability of
substrate for denitrifiers and a higher water-filled porosity (Wagner-Riddle et al., 1997).
Furthermore, the study indicated that the high emissions from fallow crops may have been
affected by the application of manure or alfalfa-ploughing during spring the year before
(Wagner-Riddle et al., 1997).

In many environments, spring is well known to be a period of high N2O emissions (Bremner
et al., 1980; Christensen & Tiedje, 1990). The warming of soil after a cold winter can lead to
an increase in nitrification and denitrification within soils and more production of N2O (Lemke
et al., 1998). Increases in temperature can enhance N2O emissions from ecosystems by
increasing nitrification and denitrification rates and their ratios of N2O/NO3- (Benoit et al.,
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2015). Furthermore, increasing N2O production with increasing temperatures can be due to
higher rates of enzymatic reactions and growth rates of microorganisms occurring at higher
temperatures as long as there are no other limiting factors (Smith et al., 1998). For example,
Saleh-Lakha et al. (2009) found a 9-fold and 94-fold increase in denitrification rates of
P.Mandelii cells grown at 20 oC and 30 oC, respectively. Temperatures < 10 oC have been found
to limit enzymatic activity and denitrification rates (Holtan-Hartwig et al., 2002), therefore
limiting the production of N2O emissions. Also, the temperature sensitive microbial processes
of the nitrogen cycle (mineralization, nitrification) can lead to a ‘cascade’ effect of reactive N
compounds supplying substrate availability for denitrification, inducing a multiplying effect of
temperature on N2O emissions from soil (Butterbach-Bahl et al., 2013). This may be important
in terms of global environmental change, with warmer temperatures and wetter regions
perhaps increasing the global N2O budget.
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2.3.2. Rainfall, droughts, and soil moisture

Along with temperature, high levels of soil moisture brought about by rainfall or irrigation can
affect microbial activity and the subsequent intensity of N2O fluxes. Soil temperature and
moisture effect the processes of soil aeration, substrate availability and gas diffusion within
soils and therefore effect microbial processes of mineralization, nitrification and
denitrification (Luo et al., 2013). Soil moisture is found to be the most sensitive factor
contributing to N2O emissions, because it regulates oxygen availability in soil pores which
influences the biochemical equilibrium status of nitrification and denitrification (Zheng et al.,
2000). Nitrous oxide emissions are largest in soils with a range of 70-80% water-filled pore
space (WFPS) and as this percentage gets higher denitrification becomes the more dominant
process (Davidson et al., 2000). Others have reported the optimum WFPS for N2O emissions
to be between 50% - 99% (Zheng et al., 2000; Liu et al., 2010). In contrast, drought-like
conditions increase soil aeration and limit soil microorganism activity and are therefore
thought to reduce N2O production through denitrification (Castaldi, 2000). Investigations
involving the drying of soil followed by wetting have found that soil N2O emissions have
significant increases following the re-wetting of dry soils (Groffman & Tiedje, 1988; Davidson
et al., 1992; Goldberg & Gebauer, 2009), and can be the result of a range of different factors.
The decline of microorganism activity during drought periods can lead to an accumulation of
organic material that can then suddenly become available for microorganisms after rewetting
(Bloem et al., 1992; Goldberg & Gebauer, 2009). Ruser et al. (2006) demonstrated this in their
study involving nitrate-fertilized soils, where high N2O emissions were produced by
denitrification at a WFPS > 70%, and maximum fluxes occurred in a short period of only a few
days. An investigation into N2O emissions from irrigated maize and barley sites in Northern
Victoria showed extremely high fluxes (>2kg N2O-N ha-1 day-1) following irrigation at the
beginning of each growing season (Wallace et al., 2015). This was suggested to be a result of
the re-wetting of soils in the dry Australian months of Summer and Autumn, when crop
uptake of N is at its lowest (Wallace et al., 2015). Another study in North-central Victoria
found that irrigated cropping systems emit extremely high amounts of N2O over very short
periods, with some daily peaks even exceeding the annual totals from other environments
(Agriculture Victoria, 2017). These studies imply that irrigation events can have a significant
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impact upon annual N2O emissions from soils and should be considered in conjunction with
precipitation events when examining N2O responses to soil moisture.

Previous research has found a link between interannual variability of N2O fluxes and El Nino
Southern Oscillation (ENSO) (Wilson et al., 1997; Thompson et al., 2014), a large-scale oceanatmosphere process that can cause long periods of drought or rainfall. Using a timedependent inversion technique of global atmospheric transport and atmospheric N2O mole
fractions, Thompson et al. (2014) found a strong correlation between the interannual
variability of N2O fluxes and the El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) for the period 1999 2009, where periods of lower fluxes were associated with El Nino and higher fluxes with La
Nina. The correlation was stated to be a result of climate changes in tropical and sub-tropical
South America and Africa affecting soil fluxes and upwelling of the eastern Pacific contributing
to changes in ocean N2O fluxes (Thompson et al., 2014). The interannual variability of global
N2O emissions (1 Tg yr-1 N) was found to be greater than the average annual increase during
the years 1999-2009, indicating that climate could significantly influence the annual mean
global N2O flux (Thompson et al., 2014). Using a global model of soil temperature and
moisture content, Saikawa et al. (2013) found decreased N2O emissions at the beginning of El
Nino events and increased emissions during most of the La Nina events, particularly in tropical
regions near the equator. Similar estimates were made by Huang & Gerber (2015) who
concluded that decreases in soil N2O emissions in Tropical regions were largely due to El Nino
events that altered soil moisture dynamics.
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2.4 Radon as a tracer species
Scientific and public awareness of anthropogenic enhancements of the greenhouse effect has
led to a greater need to quantify the sources of emissions of GHGs to manage future climate
change. Techniques to study long-term changes in climatically-active atmospheric
constituents (including; CO2, CH4, and N2O) are continually being developed and refined. A
range of techniques to investigate surface-atmosphere exchange of GHGs have been
reviewed by Zahorowski et al. (2004), however, many find that integrating observations
spatially and temporally between scales is a complex problem that requires a deep
understanding of the abiotic/biotic processes controlling the system (Baldocchi, 1993).
Although the major sources and sinks of the main GHGs are becoming better understood, a
considerable amount of uncertainty still exists in the regional sources and sinks of these gases
(Zahorowski et al., 2004).

Atmospheric tracer studies have been increasingly used to model and predict impacts of
greenhouse gases and aerosols in the atmosphere on regional to global scales. The most
widely researched tracer gas is radon (222Rn), a radioactive element that occurs naturally in
the environment (Zahorowski et al., 2004). Radon is a noble gas with a 3.8-day half-life that
is released following the radioactive decay of radium-266. Since radon is chemically inert and
poorly soluble, the only removal process from the atmosphere is by radioactive decay
(Zahorowski et al., 2004). This makes it an ideal tracer for atmospheric studies, of processes
that have a timescale comparable to radon’s half-life (Griffiths et al., 2010).

2.4.1. Radon-calibrated regional flux estimates
The radon-calibrated approach to regional flux estimates of climatically active gases has been
successfully used on numerous occasions for the estimation of surface-atmosphere
exchanges (Gaudry et al., 1990; Wilson et al., 1997; Biraud et al., 2000). The method involves:
estimation of the

222Rn

flux emitted into the atmosphere from the soil; comparing the

concentrations of 222Rn and a companion gas, and; making the assumption that variations of
the companion gas concentration relative to 222Rn are proportional to the ratio of their fluxes
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(Gaudry et al., 1990). Mathematically, the radon-calibrated flux estimate for the companion
gas can be expressed as (Schmidt et al., 1996):

(6)

𝑗𝑐 = 𝑗𝑟 (

∆𝐶𝑐
)
∆𝐶𝑟

where 𝑗𝑐 is the terrestrial flux of the companion gas, 𝑗𝑟 is the terrestrial flux of radon, ∆𝐶𝑐 is
the net companion gas concentration (i.e. deviation from oceanic background values), and
∆𝐶𝑟 is the net radon concentration (deviation from baseline values). Since radon is
radioactive, and its flux from open water bodies is negligible, its radioactive decay and transit
time across water should be accounted for in flux estimates (Griffiths et al., 2010). These
factors have been integrated into an alternative expression for Eqn. 6 (Gaudry et al., 1990;
Biraud et al., 2000):

(7)

𝑗𝑐 = 𝑗𝑟 (

∆𝐶𝑐
)
𝜇∆𝐶𝑟

where µ = e-λt, and λ is the radon decay constant (0.182 day-1) and t is the transit time since
the air mass’ last contact with land. The technique is cost effective and the integration of flux
estimates over large regions using this technique avoids the need to gather observations from
numerous localized sites (Griffiths et al., 2010). The validity of the radon-calibrated method
relies on the assumption that the sources of radon and the companion gas should be similarly
distributed, which can be confirmed by performing cross-correlations between the two
timeseries (Wilson et al., 1997). If both species are gases of terrestrial origin, atmospheric
processes will influence the concentration evolution of the two species similarly, assuming
there are no sinks of the companion gas between the source region and the point of
measurement (Zahorowski et al., 2004). Previous studies have assumed a constant terrestrial
radon flux across the measurement fetch, however, the land surface flux of radon is known
to vary in space and time (Griffiths et al., 2010). Consequently, application of radon flux
densities that emulate actual seasonal variability can improve the accuracy of atmospheric
studies involving the use of radon as a tracer species (Griffiths et al., 2010).
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2.4.2. Spatial variability of radon
The magnitude of the mean terrestrial radon flux has long been known to be approximately
1 atom cm-2 s-1 (Jacobs et al., 1997). For simplicity, the land surface radon flux was assumed
for a long time to be constant in space and time, however, more recently spatial and temporal
variability in the radon flux has become much better quantified (Griffiths et al., 2010; Zhang
et al., 2011; Karstens et al., 2015). This means that there is significant uncertainty involved in
using the constant flux assumption (Zahorowski et al., 2004). This uncertainty has limited the
utility of radon in some atmospheric studies, which has led to an increase in investigations of
radon regional flux densities. Conen & Robertson (2002) investigated the latitudinal
distribution of radon and found a strong decrease from 1 atom cm-2 s-1 at 30oN northwards
to 0.2 atom cm-2 s-1 at 70oN. This study was strongly supported by Williams et al. (2009), based
on ground-based radon measurements at Sado Island, Japan. Further research indicated a
significant seasonal cycle in the flux of radon between 65oN and 70oN, with values in summer
2.5 times greater than in winter (Szegvary et al., 2007). Seasonal variation of radon flux is
largely influenced by the seasonal cycle of soil moisture, and partly by temperature (Nazaroff,
1992; Griffiths et al., 2010). High soil moisture can reduce the surface radon flux by reducing
the diffusion rate through the soil matrix, while higher temperatures can increase the
diffusion rate and mass flow (Nazaroff, 1992). Other less important factors include soil
composition, porosity, permeability (Williams & Chambers, 2016), and diurnal pressure
variation, which could be a major factor in deeply weathered dry soils (Szegvary et al., 2007).

With an aim to better refine the seasonal radon flux density across Australia, Griffiths et al.
(2010) developed the first detailed radon flux map for Australia (Fig. 7). The area weighted
mean flux for Australia was calculated to be 23.4 ± 2.0 mBq m-2 s-1, which is consistent with
Schery’s et al. (1989) previous estimate of 22 mBq m-2 s-1. The spatial variability of radon (Fig.
7) is said to be the result of varying soil radium content, with soil moisture also having an
influence on radon flux (Griffiths et al., 2010). Radon flux in Australia exhibits a seasonal
variation (Fig. 8), presumably due to seasonal rainfall patterns, which induces an out-of-phase
radon flux between the south and the north.
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Figure 7: A map of radon flux over the land surface of Australia, for the period July 1979 – June 2010
(reproduced from Griffiths et al., 2010).

Figure 8: Seasonal radon mean flux anomalies for Australia for the period July 1979 – June 2010
(reproduced from Griffiths et al., 2010).
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PART 2
3.

Regional Setting

3.1. Climate of south-east Australia
The south-east Australian climate is highly variable, with the region experiencing large
changes in rainfall, temperature, and evaporation each year (SEACI, 2012). Historically, the
region has been affected by extreme floods and droughts, including the Millenium Drought
from 1996 – 2010, and the extreme floods between 2010 and 2012 (BOM, 2015). Generally,
south-east Australia’s climate is influenced by a mix of large-scale atmospheric circulation
processes (Fig. 9). The El Nino Southern Oscillation (ENSO) typically brings drought conditions
to the region when sea surface temperatures rise in the eastern Pacific Ocean, which shifts
rainfall away from the western Pacific, subsequently reducing rainfall across eastern Australia
(BOM, 2012). In contrast, the La Nina, positive SOI, leads to increased rainfall across eastern
Australia after sea surface temperatures drop in the eastern Pacific and rise north of Australia
(BOM, 2012). Like ENSO, the Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is an ocean-atmosphere phenomenon
that can influence the climate of Australia. A positive IOD event is described by warmer SST
in the western Indian Ocean relative to colder SST in the east, easterly winds across the Indian
Ocean, resulting in decreased rainfall across of southern Australia vice versa for the negative
events. (BOM, 2012). The IOD and ENSO have shown a positive correlation during boreal
autumn (Xie et al., 2002), suggesting a relationship between both processes that can cause
intense climate changes for Australia when both are in phase with each other. However, this
relationship has experienced significant changes due to a recent El Nino regime shift (Zhang
et al., 2015).

Another significant process for the climate of south-east Australia is the Southern Annular
Mode (SAM), or the Antarctic Oscillation. The SAM involves the changing position (northsouth) of the westerly wind belt circling Antarctica, effecting the strength of mid to highlatitude storm systems and is an important driver of precipitation in southern Australia (BOM,
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2012). A positive SAM usually results in decreased rainfall in the western regions of southeast Australia during winter, and increased rainfall in the eastern region during summer
because of increased onshore movement of moist air from the Coral Sea (CSIRO, 2010).
Similar to the IOD, the SAM can amplify the intensity of ENSO, which was highly evident during
the 2010 strong La Nina event and the record-high positive SAM values (CSIRO, 2010).

Figure 9: Large scale atmospheric circulation processes that influence the southeast Australian
climate (reproduced from CSIRO. (2010)).

3.2. Rainfall
As previously discussed, the rainfall of south-east Australia is heavy influenced by ocean and
atmospheric processes. The period from 1993 – 2016 has experienced a variety of climatic
conditions that have caused both periods of large droughts and periods of heavy rainfall
across the area. Winter and spring are south-east Australia’s wet seasons and typically exhibit
low rainfall variability due to external tropical modes of variability such as ENSO (Timbal &
Fawcett, 2013). In contrast, autumn’s high variability makes it SE Australia’s driest season and
mean rainfall is significantly decreasing at this time because of the strengthening of the
subtropical ridge and intensifying climate change (Timbal and Drosdowsky, 2012). This
became very clear during the 1997 – 2009 Millennium drought brought upon by a long-lasting
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El Nino, where extreme decreases in rainfall across south-eastern Australia happened while
the rest of the country was experiencing above average rainfall (Fig. 10). This drought was
broken by the 2010-12 combined La Nina, positive SAM, negative IOD, which caused the
strongest rainfall events in history for the region (BOM, 2012). Climate change projections
indicate a drier and warmer future for Murray-Darling basin and Victoria, with the cool season
(April to October) expected to experience most of the rainfall decline (CSIRO, 2010).

Figure 10: Australian rainfall distribution map during the Millennium drought (1997 – 2009)
(reproduced from BOM. (2015)).
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4.

Methods

4.1. Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station
The ~205,000 hourly measurements of radon and N2O used for this study were made at the
Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station between August 1993 and December 2016. Cape
Grim is situated at the most north-western tip of Tasmania (see Fig. 11 & 12), Australia, at
40o40’56”S, 144o41’18”E and is 94 metres above sea level. The station is one of three premier
stations in the World Meteorological Organization – Global Atmosphere Watch (WMO-GAW)
baseline network. Baseline stations of the WMO-GAW network have to meet strict guidelines
regarding the measurement of greenhouse and ozone-depleting gases and aerosols in clean
air environments (CSIRO, 2017). The Cape Grim station is the joint responsibility of two
organisations: the Bureau of Meteorology, who both fund and operate the facility; and the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation (CSIRO), who analyse the
observations and model the data for it to be made available for government agencies, public
and/or international agencies. Cape Grim is part of the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases
Experiment (AGAGE) network, the aim of which has been to assist in the mitigation of climate
change by measuring the most significant non-CO2 gases of the Kyoto Protocol since 1978,
including: nitrous oxide, methane and HFCs (AGAGE, 2017).

ANSTO’s radon program at Cape Grim has provided continuous hourly measurements since
1983, with an aim to produce and apply high quality radon measurements to advance the
understanding of the global atmospheric composition, transport mechanisms, pollution and
climate (ANSTO, 2013). Other specific goals of the program include: calibrating regional
terrestrial emissions of greenhouse gases, evaluating transport and mixing processes of
climate and chemistry transport models on regional and global scales, improving
measurement techniques of marine air low radon concentrations, and reinforcing Cape Grim
station’s role within the WMO-GAW community (ANSTO, 2013).
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Figure 11: Satellite image of Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station, located on the northwest tip of
Tasmania (Google earth, 2018).

Figure 12: Cape Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station (CSIRO, 2017).
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4.2. N2O measurements
The archived N2O observations from the ongoing Cape Grim program were accessed in
February 2018 from the AGAGE database at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Cape
Grim station has two air intakes used for trace gas sampling; one located on the station
building at a height of 10m (104 metres above sea level), and the other on the
telecommunications tower at a height of 70m (164 metres above sea level). AGAGE uses a
Gas Chromatograph Multi-detector (GCMD) system that consists of: a Hewlett-Packard 5890
(series II) gas chromatograph, two electron capture detectors (ECDs), a flame ionization
detector (FID), and a mercuric oxide reduction detector (MRD) to measure both major
biogenic and anthropogenic gases (AGAGE, 2017). An auxiliary column oven mounted on the
GC system is used to measure N2O. The GC-MD system operates on a cycle every 20 minutes,
taking trace gas measurements every 40 minutes and alternating between the 10 m and the
70 m air intakes.

4.2.1. Calibration scale
The calibration scale is currently set to ‘SIO-16’, which replaced the ‘SIO-98’ in June, 2017. A
more detailed account of the SIO-16 scale can be found in the AGAGE (2018) database,
however, the most important information will be discussed here. The SIO-16 scale refers to
the new set of primary standards that were prepared by the SIO in 2016. The new set includes
a range of 17 primary standard mixtures: 6 from the SIO-98 calibration scale that covers the
concentrations 297-322 (pbb), and 11 that cover the 310-354 (ppb) concentration range that
were prepared for this new scale. These primary standards consisted of highly diluted
N2O/CO2 mixtures, and the N2O values were prepared through a GC-FID with catalytic
conversion to CH4 (AGAGE, 2018). The N2O concentrations prepared from the primary
standards were measured against each other by GC-ECD and assigned a best estimate N2O
concentration. The relative standard deviation of the 17 corrected values was 0.017%
(AGAGE, 2018). The new SIO-16 calibration scale was then applied to the entire N2O
atmospheric record. The results reported that the N2O concentrations using the SIO-16 in
comparison to SIO-98 had risen from 0.0 ppb to 0.8 ppb over 20 years (AGAGE, 2018).
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4.3. Radon measurements: Two-filter detection method

Both the primary and backup Cape Grim radon detectors employ the dual-flow-loop two-filter
detection method for measuring radon in air. The measurement principle of this technique
(Fig. 13) is as follows: ambient air is drawn through a course membrane filter, removing
radioactive daughters of radon (222Rn) and thoron (220Rn) as well as other aerosols. The clean
air containing ambient concentrations of radon then enters the main detector chamber,
where it is delayed for 15-20 minutes, allowing sufficient time for a new set of progeny
(daughters) to be generated (Zahorowski et al., 2004; Griffiths et al., 2016). Because all
ambient aerosols have been removed, the newly formed radon progeny remain “unattached”
and therefore highly mobile. During the 20-minute delay time, air is continually circulated (via
a second flow loop) through a second filter inside the detectors measurement head. This
second filter is constructed of 20 micron high-purity stainless steel mesh, which has a very
high capture efficiency for the unattached radon progeny. Adjacent to the second filter is zincsulphide scintillator which responds alpha particles emitted by the decaying radon progeny
by emitting photons of light. These photons are converted to electric pulses using a sensitive
photomultiplier and the pulse count is assumed to be proportional to the radon concentration
(Williams and Chambers, 2016). Air is sampled continuously by these detectors, but the
combination of the delay time required to generative new radon progeny, and the half-lives
of the two alpha-emitting progeny which provide the measurement counts, result in an
overall detector response time of 45 minutes (Zahorowski et al., 2004; Griffiths et al., 2016;
Williams and Chambers, 2016). Sampled counts are totalled by a Campbell Scientific data
logger every 30 minutes and downloaded, along with various detector diagnostic parameters,
to a nearby computer.
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Figure 13: Operating schematic of a 1500 L dual flow-loop two-filter radon detector.

There are two radon detectors in operation at Cape Grim. The primary detector (Huge Radon
Detector #3; or “HURD-3”) and the secondary detector (Backup Huge Radon Detector #2; or
“BHURD-2”) (Fig. 14). HURD-3 is a 5000 L volume detector, made of marine grade stainless
steel and operates at a sampling flow rate of 300 L min-1. It differs from the conventional 700
and 1500 L volume detectors not just in size, but because of its unique 8-head detection
system, developed by ANSTO with the aim to achieve higher sensitivity (around 1.2 cps per
Bq-3) and a lower detection limit of 3 mBq m-3 (Williams and Chambers, 2016). When HURD3 is off-line (e.g., for calibrations, background checks, maintenance or malfunction),
measurements from BHURD-2 are used to patch over missing data. BHURD-2 is a 1500 L
volume detector, also constructed of stainless steel, which operates at a sampling flow rate
of 100 L min-1. The smaller detector volume results in a higher lower limit of detection of ~30
mBq m-3. This is an adequate lower limit for baseline measurements, since the expected radon
concentration of air masses that have been in long-term equilibrium with the ocean is 30-50
mBq m-3 (Zahorowski et al., 2013).

This study employs a corrected version of the 1993 – 2016 Cape Grim radon dataset, which
was completed following the discovery of a HURD-3 gas meter calibration error in May 2017
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(Williams et al., 2018). The problem was discovered in the HURD-3 flow rate calculation in the
logger program that had been propagated an older version, resulting in a systematic error of
1.128 in the detector’s calibration coefficient.

Figure 14: HURD-3 and BHURD-2 radon detectors located at the south-west corner of the CGBAPS
(Williams and Chambers, 2016).
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PART 3
5.

Results and Discussion

5.1. Observed radon concentrations
Radon concentrations measured at Cape Grim (1993 – 2016) exhibit a pronounced variability
under mixed-fetch conditions, i.e., when both local land and oceanic sources are included
(Fig. 15). The 24-year mean concentration is 681 mBq m-3, with a first quartile (Q25) of 60 mBq
m-3, median of 164 mBq m-3, third quartile (Q75) of 667 mBq m-3, and a maximum value of
14507 mBq m-3. The typical spread of the dataset is indicated by the monthly distributions
shown in Fig. 16. The historically-assumed radon oceanic ‘baseline’ value of less than 100 mBq
m-3 typically lies between the Q25 and the median (Fig. 16). Air masses with radon
concentrations >100 mBq m-3 have had at least some contact with land over the past 2-3
weeks. This can be seen in a polar plot of hourly radon concentrations as a function of wind
direction at Cape Grim for the study period (Appendix 1). Most importantly, the plot
represents the large continental radon ‘hot spot’ from 300o – 60o, a minimum in the baseline
sector between 190o – 280o, and a secondary smaller hotspot originating from Tasmania (90o
– 190o).

Figure 15: Measured hourly radon concentrations from Cape Grim, Tasmania, for the years 1993 –
2016.
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Figure 16: The spread of radon concentrations measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania, as measured by
monthly percentiles, during the period 1993 – 2016. The red line indicates the historical baseline
radon concentration threshold value of 100 mBq m-3

5.1.1. Long-term variability (interannual and seasonal)
Although varying in space and time (Griffiths et al., 2010), the long-term variability of radon’s
source function should be relatively small, due to the long (1600 year) half-life of radon’s
parent, Radium-266. From the hourly radon concentrations measured at Cape Grim during
1993 – 2016, peak radon values seemed to exhibit a noticeable reduction (Fig. 15). A TheilSen analysis of the whole dataset revealed a decrease of 3.56 mBq m-3/yr, however this linear
decrease was not found to be significant (Fig. 17).
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Figure 17: Theil-Sen analysis of monthly radon concentrations for the period 1993 – 2016. The green
brackets indicate the range of the slope with 95% confidence.

Separating the analysis into seasons makes the reason for the observed change in radon
clearer (Fig. 18). The observed decrease is primarily attributable to a decrease in peak
concentrations in Winter, at a rate of 18 mBq m-3 yr-1 and a significance at P < 0.001. If this
was a result of instrumental error the decrease would be evident throughout each of the
seasons of the dataset. Increasing rainfall in Winter could be a contributing factor, since soil
moisture can reduce the diffusion rate in the soil matrix and thus decrease surface radon flux
(Nazaroff, 1992). However, this is also unlikely as rainfall in south-east Australia is known to
be decreasing in winter due to intensification of the sub-tropical ridge and climate change
(CSIRO, 2010). Climate change and slight changes in hemispheric circulation patterns causing
shifts in terrestrial fetch area may also be influencing the concentrations measured at Cape
Grim. However, a detailed analysis of such influences does not fall within the scope of the
project and further research should be completed investigating the trajectory densities of low
radon events and reasons for any change in concentrations, as it will benefit those studies
using radon as a tracer species.
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Figure 18: Analysis of radon concentrations for the period 1993 – 2016, separated by season. The
“***” means a significance of P < 0.001.

Throughout the year radon has a significant seasonal variability, characterized by a winter
maximum, peaking in June, and a broad summer minima (Fig. 19). Since radon is a tracer of
terrestrial influence, the seasonal radon cycle represents the seasonal change in continental
influence on Cape Grim air masses. In Winter there is less vertical mixing, which leads to
higher concentrations and hence more sensitivity to emissions. In summer, the Earth’s
surface is significantly warmer than the overlying air and atmospheric vertical mixing occurs
to redistribute the heat. This mixing is also very effective at redistributing trace gases like
radon throughout the boundary layer and lower troposphere, reducing the concentrations
near the surface.
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Figure 19: The seasonal radon cycle based on composite monthly means for the period 1993 – 2016.
The red error bars represent 95% confidence intervals.

5.1.2. Fetch region and radon flux
Seasonal changes in fetch regions for Cape Grim air masses are shown in the trajectory density
plots of Fig. 20, which were made using Hysplit back trajectories arriving at Cape Grim for
every hour of the study period (Jagoda Williams, pers. comm.). Hysplit uses meteorological
data from the global assimilation system (GDAS/GFS). The colours in Fig. 20 indicate the
number of times a trajectory has passed through each 0.5o grid cell, enabling the seasonal
terrestrial fetch regions to be easily determined. More trajectories from continental Australia
were found to arrive at Cape Grim during Winter (38%) and Autumn (33%) than in Summer
(23%) and Spring (22%). This change in fetch regions was a result of a range of meteorological
factors. In the Australian summer, the position of the Intertropical Convergence Zone shifts
downwards, whereas during Winter it moves upwards (Schneider et al., 2014). This means
that the position of the descending limb of the Hadley Cell (sub-tropical ridge), which pushes
air to Tasmania from the mainland and moves north in winter, making the terrestrial fetch
larger (see Appendix 2). During summer, the opposite occurs, and the downward limb of the
Hadley Cell moves near to the bottom of Australia, limiting opportunities for mainland
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terrestrial fetch. Furthermore, in summer trajectories don’t always come from mainland
Australia, coming more frequently from Southern Ocean regions (Zahorowski et al., 2013).

Figure 20: Seasonal radon footprints calculated using hysplit back trajectories for every hour during
the period 1993 – 2016 (Jagoda Williams, pers. comm.)

Based on a combination of the seasonal fetch regions of Fig. 20, and the Australian radon flux
density map of Griffiths et al. (2010), a monthly composite radon flux estimate for southeast
Australia was made (Fig. 20) (Alan Griffiths, pers. comm.). The 0.05o resolution flux map of
Griffiths et al. (2010) was averaged to 0.5o (to match the grid resolution of the trajectory
density plot) and overlaid onto the fetch region to determine radon flux for the study area on
a monthly basis. The average radon flux over the whole region for the study period was 19.97
mBq m-3 s-1 (6.298 × 1011 Bq km-2 yr-1). A slightly higher flux value (22 ± 5 mBq m-3 s-1) was
previously used by Schery et al. (1989) and Wilson et al. (1997). The radon flux seasonal cycle
closely resembles that shown in Fig. 8 (Griffith’s et al., 2010) and is largely the result of soil
moisture changes, with a slight temperature influence. The wetter months of winter and
spring were found to have the lowest radon fluxes (Fig. 21), most likely the result of soil
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moisture limiting the diffusion rate of radon through the soil (Nazaroff, 1992). In contrast,
radon flux increases during Summer and reaches a maximum in Autumn, south-east
Australia’s driest season. These monthly radon flux values will be used later (Section 2.3.2) to
determine the average N2O fluxes for the period 1993 – 2016.
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Figure 21: A monthly composite seasonal cycle of radon fluxes in the Cape Grim air mass footprint
(Alan Griffiths, pers. comm.).
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5.2. Observed N2O concentrations
Unlike radon, N2O concentrations measured at Cape Grim show a significant interannual
increase in concentration from 1993 – 2016 (Fig. 22). The observed N2O time-series has three
contributions: instrumental noise, the long-term “baseline” component (related to regional
or hemispheric mean N2O concentrations), and the short-term variability (associated with
individual synoptic transport events from continental Australia), which is the main interest of
this study. To isolate the short-term variability, the baseline component needs to be
characterized, and then subtracted from the observations (Section 5.2.1). The baseline
component was determined by calculating the average N2O for all air masses that had not
experienced significant recent terrestrial influence (radon concentrations < 100 mBq m-3). The
baseline N2O concentration itself is a combination of three contributing signals: the long-term
trend, interannual variability, and the seasonal variation. There is a significant long-term
trend over the period 1993 to 2016, with an approximate increase of 0.8 ppb/yr (Fig. 23). Preindustrial concentrations remained relatively constant (270 ppb) (CSIRO, 2017) and have since
risen to levels of up to approximately 330 ppb in 2016, which is 21% higher. This increase is
mainly due to the long atmospheric lifetime and changing global emissions of N2O through
agricultural and land use activities (Nevison et al., 2007).

Figure 22: Observed N2O concentrations measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania, during the years 1993 –
2016.
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The observed N2O concentration exhibits a clear seasonal variation, as shown by the
oscillations about the trendline (Fig. 23). The trendline represents a southern hemispheric
mean increase of atmospheric N2O coming from baseline conditions. The amplitude of
interannual variability of the baseline is approximately 0.6 ppb, which varies depending on
large scale processes such as the El Nino Southern Oscillation. This can be demonstrated in
figure 24, where a significant decrease in concentrations at the beginning of 2000 persists up
until 2006 where the detrended N2O begins to increase. This is likely to be the result of the El
Nino conditions of the millennium drought that impacted most of the southern hemisphere
during 1997 – 2009 (BOM, 2012).
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Figure 23: Monthly average baseline N2O measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania, during the period 1993
– 2016. Baseline values were calculated using a baseline radon concentration threshold value of <
100 mBq m-3, representing all air masses with minimal recent land contact.
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Figure 24: Interannual variability of baseline N2O measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania, during the
period August 1993 – December 2016. The plot was calculated by removing the long-term linear
trend in Fig. 23 from the baseline monthly N2O averages and then fitting a smooth curve to the
residuals (R studio, Open-air package)

The composite seasonal cycle of baseline N2O (Fig. 25) has a distinct summer maxima and
later autumn/early winter minima, with an amplitude of approximately 0.4 ppb. Processes
driving the seasonal cycle of N2O in the southern hemisphere have strong stratospheric
influences, due to the exchange of air between the stratosphere and troposphere (Nevison
et al., 2011), but also includes the impact of ocean ventilation, and increasing/decreasing
solubility due to the warming and cooling of ocean surface waters (Nevison et al., 2005). The
autumn minima may be linked to the maximum stratosphere-troposphere exchange (STE)
bringing N2O-depleted air towards the surface (Nevison et al., 2005; Nevison et al., 2011; Park
et al., 2012).
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Figure 25: Composite seasonal cycle of baseline N2O (shown as deviations from long-term trend in
Fig. 23) measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania, during the period August 1993 – December 2016.

5.2.1. N2O enhancement – removing the baseline

The “baseline” contribution to the observed N2O signal measured at Cape Grim represents
the effects of processes occurring at greater than synoptic timescales (e.g., monthly to multiyear) and at non-local (regional to hemispheric) spatial scales. Since this study is interested in
air masses that have had recent terrestrial contact, it is necessary to remove the baseline N2O
concentrations from the observed measurements (Fig. 26). These N2O deviations from
baseline are termed N2O enhancements (ΔN2O). The increased variability in ΔN2O evident in
years 1994-1995, 2003-2004, 2012 (Fig. 26), is thought to be attributable to decreased
instrumental performance, and not related to an atmospheric phenomenon. Instrumental
noise has the capacity to impact upon the accuracy of the flux analysis. However, as there is
no definitive start and end date, attempting to selectively remove parts of the effected time
series could bias the results and therefore all measurements will be retained. The seasonal
cycle of ΔN2O (Fig. 27) closely resembles the seasonal cycle of radon (see figure 19), which
confirms that observed changes in ΔN2O are associated with terrestrial fluxes within the Cape
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Grim fetch region. The seasonal change in land areas responsible for the N 2O enhancements
are shown in Fig. 20.

Figure 26: N2O enhancements (ΔN2O) measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania, during the period 1993 –
2016.

Figure 27: Annual cycle of average N2O enhancement (ΔN2O) measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania,
during the period 1993 – 2016. The shaded rectangle error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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5.3. Analysis of flux estimates
One of the requirements of the radon-calibrated method is that the sources of both gases are
relatively consistent and similarly distributed (Zahorowski et al., 2004). If this requirement is
met, then the measurements of the two species will be reasonably well correlated. Prior to
checking the correlation it was necessary to account for the fact that the radon data was
measured in local time (UTC+10hr), while the N2O was measured in UTC, which meant a lag
of 10 hours initially existed between the two time-series. Both datasets were adjusted to
UTC+10:00 and to determine whether any additional lag needed to be accounted for, a lagged
cross-correlation between radon and the N2O enhancement was completed (Fig. 28). The
figure shows a maximum correlation when N2O is delayed by two hours, which is most likely
the result of the radon detector’s slow response time (45 minutes to half-peak magnitude).
An adjustment of 2 hours was therefore applied to the radon concentrations prior to the N2O
flux estimates.

Figure 28: Lagged auto-correlation (ACF) between N2O enhancement (ΔN2O) and radon for the period
1993 – 2016. The blue lines give the values beyond which the autocorrelations are (statistically)
significantly different from zero. The red arrow outlines the lag of 2 hours.
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5.3.1. Selection criteria for flux estimates
This study used hysplit back trajectory information to refine the selection of N2O
enhancements to be used to estimate fluxes from the mainland. 10-day back-trajectories
were calculated every hour for air masses arriving at Cape Grim for the whole 24-year dataset
(Jagoda Williams, pers. comm.). The final selection criteria to identify air masses from
mainland Australia for the flux analysis included: (i) trajectories had to travel directly from the
mainland Australia to Cape Grim, (ii) the trajectory had to have spent at least 6 hours over
the mainland to ensure an adequate interaction with surface N2O emissions, and (iii) radon
concentrations had to be > 0.5 Bq m-3, a threshold used by Wilson et al. (1997) to exclude air
masses that had passed over King Island (a known large N2O source) towards Cape Grim.
Originally this study planned to use a combination of wind speed (lower threshold of 4 m s-1)
and direction (within the sector 270o to 60o) data to isolate fluxes that had come to Cape Grim
from mainland Australia for the flux analysis. However, this method included hysplit back
trajectories that travelled across Tasmania and then looped back around from the direction
of 270o - 60o (Appendix 3), resulting in fluxes that weren’t specifically of recent mainland
Australian origin.
5.3.2. Flux estimates

As previously discussed, N2O and radon are both of terrestrial origin and any decreases in
concentration of either gas as a result of dilution (that occurs while being transported to the
mainland) will be approximately the same (Wilson et al., 1997). Therefore, the average N2O
flux over the mainland portion of each back-trajectory path can be determined by assuming
that the ratio of the N2O and radon concentrations in the sampled air mass is related to the
ratio of their fluxes within the measurement fetch region. This is expressed mathematically
by:

(8)
∆𝑁 𝑂
̅ ( 2 )𝑐
𝑓𝑁̅ 2 𝑂 = 𝑓𝑅𝑛
𝜇∆𝑅𝑛
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̅ is the monthly average terrestrial
where; 𝑓𝑁̅ 2 𝑂 is the average N2O flux (kgN km-2 yr-1), 𝑓𝑅𝑛
radon flux in the fetch region (Bq km-2 yr-1) (see table 2), ΔN2O/ΔRn is the ratio of N2O
enhancement above the monthly baseline value (ppb) and the enhancement of radon above
the assumed baseline concentration (Bq m-3) and 𝑐 is the conversion factor of 1.2 × 10-9 (kgN
m-3 ppb-1). The average radon background level of 0.1 Bq m-3 is used here for the baseline
value which has been historically used as the limit of clean air concentrations from baseline
conditions (Whittlestone & Zahorowski, 1998). The expression µ = e-λt represents the
radioactive decay of radon, where; λ is the radon decay constant (0.182 day-1), and t is the
transit time. The transit time is expressed as t = d/U, where; d is the distance travelled
(approximately 360 km) from Cape Grim to the weighted centre of the trajectory density plot
(Fig. 20), and U is the mean wind speed coming from mainland Australia (18.77 m/s). Using
Eqn. 8, the average flux from the south-east Australian mainland is 135 ± 35 kgN km-2 yr-1
(1993 – 2016). The median value (107 kgN km-2 yr-1) was found to be lower (though not
significantly) than the mean. Other details about the distribution of flux estimates over the
24-year measurement period include: a Q25 of 42.6 kgN km-2 yr-1, a Q75 of 200.5 kgN km-2 yr1,

and a Q90 of 344.2 kgN km-2 yr-1.

Table 2: Seasonal composite of radon flux in the fetch region (i.e. Fig. 19) (Alan Griffiths, pers.
comm.).
Month
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Radon flux (Bq km-2 yr-1)
6.06 × 1011
6.55 × 1011
7.26 × 1011
7.20 × 1011
6.96 × 1011
6.73 × 1011
6.11 × 1011
5.64 × 1011
6.03 × 1011
5.40 × 1011
5.49 × 1011
5.72 × 1011
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Figure 29: Hourly N2O fluxes for south-east Australia over the period 1993 – 2016.

5.4. Comparison with other flux estimates
This analysis estimates the average N2O flux for southeast Australia to be 135 ± 35 kgN km-2
yr-1 over the period 1993 – 2016. As the mainland fetch area for Cape Grim observations is
concentrated around Victoria (see Fig. 20), it can be assumed that the estimated flux is
representative of this region. This estimate is very similar to that of Wilson et al. (1997) who
estimated an average flux of 130 kgN ± 30 km-2 yr-1 using the same method of estimation over
the period 1985 to 1993. The estimated average flux is significantly larger than Bouwman’s et
al. (1995) estimate for southern hemisphere land areas (90 kgN km-2 yr-1). To put these results
in context with other Victorian flux estimates, a comparison was made with the State
Greenhouse Gas Inventory (Department of the Environment and Energy, 2016). A summary
of the results is given in Table 3 and includes N2O emissions directly from the agricultural
industry, which is a large degree higher than other sources. There is a considerable difference
between this study’s estimates and the greenhouse gas inventory estimates for Victoria. It is
likely that the inventory estimates are much lower than actual emissions for Victoria, as
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bottom-up approaches can underestimate large scale emissions, since they don’t capture all
known sources of N2O (Wells et al., 2018). Also, Kroeze et al. (1999) state that the partitioning
of sources in the N2O budget is the least characterized of all the major greenhouse gases.

Other important N2O emission sources not included in the inventory include those from
forests. There are two major sources of forest N2O sources – fire (wildfire and prescribed
burning) and nitrification and denitrification in soils (Dalal et al., 2003). Tropical forests are
reported to have a median N2O emission rate of 60 kgN km-2 yr-1 (Bouwman, 1998). Some
northeast Queensland rainforest emissions vary from 100 to 430 kgN km-2 yr-1 (Dalal et al.,
2003), however, cool temperate forests such as those that dominate most of Victoria (30%)
are estimated to be much lower (1-42 kg N km-2 yr-1) (Potter et al., 1996). This value lies within
the lower quartile range of fluxes calculated in this study, and it is more likely that most
emissions observed in this study originate from agricultural land.

Table 3. Average N2O emissions for Victoria (1993 - 2016), based on the Australian Greenhouse
Emissions Information System (Department of Environment and Energy, 2016) except for the estimates
for forestry (Potter et al., 1996).

N2O sources (kgN km-2 yr-1)

Victoria

Energy

11

Industrial processes

0.8

Agriculture

37

Waste

2

Land use, Land-use change

4

Forests

1-42

Total Agriculture

79 (assuming upper limit of
forestry emissions)

This study

135

The application of nitrogenous fertilizers in agricultural soils allows for greater amounts of
fixed nitrogen to become available for nitrification and denitrification, leading to N2O
production. Victoria produces $13.16 billion of agricultural product over a land area of
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approximately 12 million hectares, making it Australia’s largest agricultural producer
(Agriculture Victoria, 2018). The largest agricultural industry in Victoria is Dairy, consisting of
over 5000 dairy farms across three main dairy regions – north, south-west, and Gippsland
(Appendix 4). Fluxes of N2O from Dairy Farms are typically quite high because of high,
localized concentrations of available N and C from animal excretion and synthetic fertilizers
(Saggar et al., 2004). At two intensively grazed dairy farms in New Zealand N2O emissions
from a low fertility site and a high fertility site varied from 50 kg N km-2 yr-1 to 300 kg N km-2
yr-1, respectively (Carran et al., 1995). Other grazed sites in New Zealand have reported fluxes
to reach up to 700 kg N km-2 yr-1, which varied depending on whether the site was grazed or
not (Saggar et al., 2004). These values are quite high when compared to the fluxes observed
in this study, which reflects the difference in measurements: one being a localized point
measure and the other being averaged over a large region. An investigation of dairy pastures
in south-eastern Australia showed denitrification losses for the control (without fertilizer) to
be 60 kgN km-2 yr-1, ammonium nitrate (200 N fertilizer ha-1) losses of 150 kgN km-2 yr-1 and
urea losses (200 N fertilizer ha-1) of 130 kgN km-2 yr-1 (Eckard et al., 2003). These values are in
more agreement with this study’s average N2O flux of 135 kg N km -2 yr-1.

Victoria also produces a large amount of grains and other crops, covering an approximate
land area of 35,000 km2 (Agriculture Victoria, 2018). A study by Wallace et al. (2015) found
extremely variable N2O emissions in irrigated barley, wheat, and Faba bean stubble in northcentral Victoria. Following irrigation events, all crops experienced short bursts of large fluxes
that exceeded 127 kg N km-2 day-1, before dropping off to maintain fluxes 100 - 465 kg N km2

yr-1. On similar irrigated grain crops, Agriculture Victoria (2017) measured an average 125

kg N km-2 yr-1 on non-fertilized crops and 600 kg N km-2 yr-1 on fertilized. In higher rainfall
areas of south-west Victoria N2O fluxes were higher in non-fertilized crops (44 – 440 kg N km2

yr -1) compared to fertilized crops (76 – 220 kg N km-2 yr-1) (Agriculture Victoria, 2017). In

comparison, the low rainfall dryland of Wimmera experienced significantly lower fluxes of 11
– 28 kg N km-2 yr-1 (non-fertilized) to 0.9 – 114 kg N (fertilized). Other rainfed wheat crops in
north-east Victoria have averaged lower fluxes of around 15 kg N km-2 yr-1 (Barker-Reid et al.,
2005). These studies demonstrate that a large degree of variability exists in the magnitude of
N2O emissions across Victoria, which depends on the differing climatic conditions and other
land management practices of fertilizer application and water use. Considering this study’s
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flux estimate of 135 kg N km-2 yr-1, it can be assumed that most emissions observed are
originating from these higher rainfall zones in the southwest and the southeast, and the
irrigation regions of north-central Victoria. The seasonality of N2O fluxes, which will be
discussed further in Sections 5.6.1 & 5.6.2, reveal which fetch regions are most dominate.

Another major source of N2O that can be contributing to the fluxes estimated in this study is
the city of Melbourne. Previous estimates of N2O from a carbon monoxide (CO) tracer-ratio
technique reveal a flux of approximately 300 kg N km-2 yr-2 from the Melbourne region
(Dunse, 2002). Major contributors to this flux could be from wastewater treatment plants or
Port Phillip Bay (Dunse, 2002). This estimate lies around the Q90 of N2O fluxes found in this
study and could impact the results discussed here. Further analysis involving filtering using
the CO as a tracer of urban pollution should be completed to assess this.

5.5. Interannual variability
Nitrous oxide fluxes from south-east Australia estimated by this study vary significantly over
the study period and exhibit a significant upward trend (Fig. 30 & 31). A Theil-Sen analysis
was performed to further examine this trend (Fig. 30). The analysis shows a significant (P <
0.001) increase in fluxes during the study period (2.52 kgN km-2 yr-1), from an average of 107
kgN km-2 yr-1 in 1993 to 179 kgN km-2 yr-1 in 2016 (Fig. 31). The lowest yearly flux averages
occurred in 2002 (89 kgN km-2 yr-1) and 2003 (71 kgN km-2 yr-1), and the highest in 2014 (209
kgN km-2 yr-1). The variability shown in Figure 30 will be influenced by a range of factors,
including: instrumental noise, climatic conditions, and agricultural land use activities such as
irrigation and application of nitrogenous fertilizers. These will be discussed in the following
sections.
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Figure 30: Trend in monthly averages of N2O fluxes for south-east Australia during the period 1993 2016
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Figure 31: Trend in yearly averages of N2O fluxes for southeast Australia during the period 1993 –
2016.
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5.5.1. Increasing use of nitrogenous fertilizers
Increased levels of nitrogen availability through the application of nitrogenous fertilizers has
the potential to significantly influence microbial production and lead to greater amounts of
N2O being produced. Figure 32 shows a substantial increase in fertilizer usage in Australian
agricultural soils, which is the main driver of the trend in N2O emissions observed in this study.
It can be assumed that the same fertilizer trend applies to Victoria, given that no state-based
usage statistics were identified and that the state is Australia’s largest agricultural producer
(Agriculture Victoria, 2018). Nitrogen fertilizer application increased threefold from
approximately 500,000 to 1,500,000 t of N over the period 1993 to 2016. The demand for N
fertilizer has not been linear over the period 1993 to 2016, and its trend can be described by:
an initial increase up until 2000, followed by a slight decrease (or plateau) from 2000 to 2009,
then another significant increase after 2010 (Fig. 32). The decrease in demand from 2000 to
2009 can be linked to the millennium drought, when crop production was low. It seems that
during this period, N2O emissions were also not increasing (R2 = 0.001) (Appendix 5), and the
variation in emissions somewhat resembles the variation in fertilizer usage as seen in Fig. 32.
The end of the drought was marked by the 2010 La Nina, which brought widespread floods
to most of Victoria (BOM, 2012). This also marks the beginning of a dramatic increase in
fertilizer use, along with an increase in autumn peak N2O fluxes. Furthermore, increased
water use for irrigation after the La Nina floods (Appendix 8), along with the increase in
fertilizer usage, may be contributing to an enhanced effect on N 2O fluxes in southeast
Australia. This relationship has also been observed to increase significantly following soil
management activities such applying fertilizers when irrigating and when N fertilizer inputs
are exceeding crop N requirements (Millar et al., 2018). This will be further discussed in
Section 5.6.2.
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Figure 32: Trend of nitrogen (N), phosphorus (P), and potassium (K) supplied as fertilizer in Australia
from 1983 – 2017 (reproduced from Fertilizer Australia, 2018).

5.5.2. Rainfall, soil moisture, and the Southern Oscillation Index

It has been stated that soil moisture is the most sensitive and significant factor affecting N2O
emissions from soils (Zheng et al., 2000), because high soil moisture limits the amount of
oxygen in soils, allowing for higher denitrification rates to occur (Davidson et al., 2000).
Previous estimates of N2O emissions from south-east Australia reveal a significant
dependence on rainfall (Wilson et al., 1997). To determine if any correlation exists between
soil moisture and N2O flux estimates of this study, soil moisture data from the Bureau of
Meteorology’s AWRA-L model was obtained (BOM, 2018). The AWRA-L is a 0.05o grid-based
water balance model that simulates water flow through the landscape from precipitation
entering the grid cell via vegetation and soil, then back out of the grid cell through processes
of evapotranspiration or runoff (BOM, 2018). Timeseries data was obtained based on a
shapefile that encompasses most of the land in the fetch region. The shapefile was divided to
consider the different climates of Victoria – the dry west Mallee and the wet eastern uplands
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(Appendix 6). The analysis revealed a weak correlation (R2 = 0.145) between soil moisture and
N2O fluxes. Separating into seasons reveals higher but still weak correlations for summer (R2
= 0.30), winter (R2 = 0.25) and spring (R2 = 0.21), whereas autumn has the lowest correlation
(R2 = 0.08) (see Fig. 33). The higher correlation in summer could be due to the drying/wetting
effect that previous studies have discussed (Davidson et al., 1992; Goldberg & Gebauer,
2009). Since summer in south-east Australia is a period of minimal rainfall, there could be an
accumulation of organic material that becomes readily available for microbes upon rewetting.
Furthermore, nitrogen and carbon mineralization rates have been found to increase following
the wetting of soils after long drought periods (Bloem et al., 1992). In Summer, it was also
found that the drier western regions of Victoria had the highest correlation (R2 = 0.40), which
further reinforces this idea. A more specific example of this happening occurs in 2010, when
the El Nino Southern Oscillation and soil moisture were at a record high. This event correlates
to an extremely high average N2O flux of 461 kgN km-2 yr-1 in the same month (Fig. 34) and is
likely due to a combination of: temperature, amount of nitrogen and carbon available, soil
moisture and an enhanced effect following a prolonged drought period.

The weak dependence of N2O emissions on soil moisture from precipitation can be
understood by considering the seasonal variations of precipitation and temperature together.
Peak rainfall in south-east Australia occurs in winter when soil temperature is lowest and
since low temperatures are known to limit the microbial processes of nitrification and
denitrification (Saleh-Lakha et al., 2009), a weak correlation should be expected. Similar
correlations (R2 < 0.33) were determined by Luo et al. (2013) where combined changes in soil
moisture and temperature could only explain less than 50% of temporal variations of
emissions, indicating that other factors such as N and C availability or microbial community
dynamics can have a more significant impact. Butterbach-bahl et al. (2013) explains that even
though soil moisture is a well-established driver of emissions, the prediction of how emissions
will change when a second or third driver comes into play is less understood. Furthermore, a
global model of soil N2O emissions by Saikawa et al. (2013) found weak correlations with
precipitation for southern Australia, indicating that other variables such as temperature, Net
N Mineralization rate and soil NH4 have greater impact on N2O emissions.
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Figure 33: Seasonal correlations between estimated N2O emissions and soil moisture from
precipitation
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Figure 34: Comparison between N2O emissions calculated in this study and the Southern Oscillation
Index (SOI) over the period 2010 – 2016. Data for SOI was extracted from NOAA. (2018).
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5.6. Seasonal cycle of N2O fluxes
This study found a clear seasonal cycle for the N2O flux from southeast Australia characterized
by two peaks; one in autumn and spring (Fig. 35). The annual cycle shows a sharp decline from
December to January (Fig. 35). Initially, instrumental noise was thought to be the cause of this
decline, since periods of poor instrumental performance were observed to occur at the
beginning and end of certain years (Fig. 26). To determine the impact the instrumental error
has on the annual cycle, a recalculation was completed, omitting the years 1994 – 1995, 2002
– 2004, and 2012. The results showed no significant change in the observed annual cycle
(Appendix 7) and it can be concluded that the January decline is a robust feature. Summer in
Victoria is a period of low soil moisture, which limit the processes of nitrification and
denitrification. Nitrous oxide emissions have been estimated to be 1-2 orders of magnitude
lower under drought (Hartmann & Niklaus, 2012). Low January emissions are likely the result
of a declining amount of soil microorganisms limiting the amount of N cycled in ecosystems
(Kieft et al., 1987).

Figure 35: Composite seasonal cycle of N2O fluxes during the period 1993 – 2016. The shaded
rectangular error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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The seasonality of N2O emissions from southeast Australia is not the same throughout the
study period and there are shifts during the three periods: 1993-1998, 1999-2009, 2010-2016
(Fig. 36). The respective average N2O fluxes for these periods are 112 kgN km-2 yr-1, 130 kgN
km-2 yr-1 and 162 kgN km-2 yr-1. As previously discussed, this increase is likely due to increased
use of nitrogenous fertilizers in agricultural soils. The period 2010-2016 shows a dramatic
increase in March fluxes (Fig. 36). This is not the result of a single year, but rather the result
of three large peaks in years 2013, 2014 and 2016, as shown in the seasonal TheilSen analysis
(Fig. 37). The analysis also shows that the increase in N2O emissions is most significant in
spring (P < 0.001), followed by autumn (P < 0.01) and winter (P < 0.01) (Fig. 37). Summer
shows no significant increase over the study period and is observed to have the most
variability (Fig. 37). This variation could represent south-east Australia’s high natural
variability, where drought periods can cause lower periods of flux and then the subsequent
rewetting of these dry soils resulting in dramatic increases in soil emissions of N2O. The spring
and autumn peaks will be discussed in more detail in the following sections.
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Figure 36: Composite seasonal cycles of average N2O emissions for the periods 1993-1998, 19992009, 2010-2016
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Figure 37: Seasonal Theil-Sen analysis of N2O fluxes during the period 1993-2016

5.6.1. Spring peak
This study showed a gradual increase in N2O fluxes from winter into spring where it peaks in
October and November (Fig. 35). A spring maximum was also observed by Wilson et al. (1997)
and was stated to be a result of rising temperatures and precipitation. Assuming sufficient
moisture is present, an increase in terrestrial temperature can cause higher rates of
enzymatic reactions and growth rates of microorganisms (Smith et al., 1998) and therefore
increase nitrification and denitrification rates in soils. To investigate possible links between
N2O emissions and soil temperature, temperature data for Victoria from 2014 - 2016 was
accessed from Agriculture Victoria’s Rain and Grain Project (Agriculture Victoria, 2018). Two
sites were chosen; Kerang in North-Central Victoria and Hamilton in the south-west. Soil
temperature was found to have a similar annual cycle with the annual cycle of N2O flux (Fig.
38). During Winter, N2O remains notably lower compared to the rest of the year, and as the
temperature warms up, rising microbial production causes a gradual increase of N2O
emissions until late spring. Figure 39 shows that the combination of increasing soil
temperature and high soil moistures from the wet months of winter and spring can be driving
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the spring peak of N2O observed in this study. Studies in temperature forests (Castro et al.,
1994) have also revealed strong temporal patterns in N2O emissions that respond to seasonal
changes in temperature and soil moisture. The spring peak in emissions can be easily
explained by the combination of high soil moisture, which promotes the reductive process of
denitrification by limiting O2 diffusion into the soil (Luo et al., 2013), with temperature, which
causes higher enzymatic rates and further growth of microbial communities. However, this
only accounts for a small portion of temporal variations in N 2O emissions from south-east
Australia, as it was found that a large majority of emissions occurred in autumn.
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Figure 38: Seasonality of N2O fluxes and soil temperature at Hamilton and Kerang, Victoria (data
extracted from Agriculture Victoria (2018))
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5.6.2. Autumn peak
This study showed a strong secondary peak of N2O emission in autumn, reaching a maximum
in March (Fig. 35). This could be the result of increased emissions during autumn, or it could
be due to the seasonal radon flux inducing an enhanced effect. Since radon flux is at its highest
in the drier conditions of autumn (Fig. 21), and N2O has been stated to have some dependence
on soil moisture, then a negative impact on the results could be occurring. To test this, a
recalculation was completed using a previously used (Schery et al., 1989; Wilson et al., 1997)
constant flux of 6.9 × 1011 Bq km-2 yr-1. Using a constant radon flux value did not affect the
overall average N2O flux, however, it did alter relative magnitudes of the spring and autumn
peaks in the annual cycle (Fig. 40). The secondary autumn peak is visible in both methods it
can be concluded that the secondary autumn peak is a real phenomenon. Secondly, the
method of using monthly radon flux values is likely to be the most accurate of the two
methods, since it more closely captures the real radon emissions from land.
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Figure 40: Composite seasonal cycle of N2O flux during the period 1993 – 2016, using radon monthly
flux averages (blue) and using a constant radon flux (orange).
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From the previous discussion on the seasonality of soil moisture and N 2O fluxes observed in
this study, it can be concluded that the secondary autumn peak is not a result of precipitation.
It is possible that precipitation is not the most dominant process influencing nitrification and
denitrification of soils in south-east Australia, as some other studies have suggested (Saikawa
et al., 2013). However, it is more likely that high levels soil moisture from irrigation events are
causing extremely high N2O fluxes in the region, as numerous other studies have concluded
(Wallace et al., 2015; Agriculture Victoria, 2017). The regions of southern NSW, northern
Victoria, and the Macalister district in Gippsland use irrigated crops for grains and pastures
for dairying, with many of these farms located in north-central Victoria and the MurrayDarling Basin (Department of Agriculture and Water Resources, 2017). The volume of water
used and application rates for individual farms varies depending on water availability,
allocations, and seasonal conditions. In the Murray-Darling Basin, there was a substantial
increase in area of water applied to crops and pasture as water availability improved during
the 2010 – 2012 La Nina (Appendix 8). This increase in irrigation could be a link to the large
N2O fluxes observed in March for the same period (see Fig. 36). Furthermore, fertilizer
demand for Australia dramatically increases at the beginning of autumn (Fig. 41), which is a
good estimation of application since there are limited spaces for storage (Fertilizer Australia,
2018). Perennial pastures can be irrigated from August to May, whereas annual pastures are
irrigated in autumn and spring (Mundy, 1987). Wallace et al. (2015) shows that irrigated
cropping systems of northern Victoria are at significant risk of high N 2O loss, since they are
characterized by periods of regular waterlogging, wetting and drying cycles and high rates of
N fertilizer application. The application of fertilizers during these high temperature periods is
likely causing an enhanced effect on N2O emissions from south-east Australia.
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eastern states (data reproduced from Fertilizer Australia (2018)).
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5.7. Limitations
The radon-calibrated approach for the estimation of regional emissions has a range of
limitations that may affect the accuracy of the results discussed here. Firstly, the method is
limited by the quality of the radon emission map, since there are still relatively few
measurements which could lead to greater radon flux heterogeneity. Other uncertainties in
the flux map include: a lack of quality between gamma measurement datasets used for the
soil radium model input, and poorly characterized soil types (Griffiths et al., 2010). A higher
resolution flux map would capture the short-term temporal variability of radon fluxes more
accurately, and lead to better N2O flux estimates using the radon-calibrated approach.
Further, this study used monthly radon fluxes instead of event-based radon flux estimates,
which assumes that there isn’t a large degree of in-season variability.

This study found that winter concentrations of radon were significantly decreasing. Since
radon is used in tracer studies for its advantage of having a relatively constant long-term
variability, this may have introduced a problem involving the flux ratio calculation. The
different impact that soil moisture has on limiting radon diffusion in soils and enhancing N 2O
emissions from soils could have also impact the results here, however, it was found to only
impact the relative peaks in autumn and spring.

Lastly, the study was also limited by periods of degraded instrumental performance
throughout the N2O dataset. However, this was proven to not have a huge impact upon the
results. Further, a lack of data to investigate into seasonal irrigation activity in Victoria meant
that this cause for the autumn peak was left as an assumption.

5.8. Implications
This study showed that N2O emissions from southeast Australia have increased significantly
over the period 1993 – 2016, and that this increase is most likely attributable to an increased
trend of nitrogenous fertilizer application. This finding represents a major issue regarding the
enhancement of the greenhouse effect and the depletion of the stratospheric ozone. The
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work of Ravishankara et al. (2009) indicates anthropogenic N2O emissions to be the largest
contribution to ozone-depleting gas emissions and will continue to be so throughout the 21st
century. The results of this study represent the importance of mitigating N2O emissions from
agricultural soils, not only regarding climate change but also the large financial loss in N
investment. Significant amounts of N applied as fertilizer is lost from the cropping system,
either as runoff or into the atmosphere, which represents a significant cost to growers as well
as the environment. A study by Agriculture Victoria (2017) on reducing N2O emissions through
improved nitrogen use efficiency, indicated that the best strategies for mitigating this loss
are: increased crop utilization of soil N, and reducing fertilizer inputs through better
predictions of soil N status using deep soil sampling before sowing.

The results of this study indicate that N2O emissions could be expected to continue to increase
into the future if the current trend in fertilizer usage and irrigation continues. These
agricultural activities are governed by growing conditions, however, and could be expected
to decrease as the months are predicted to become drier. Soil moisture from precipitation
was found to have a weak correlation with the interannual variability of emissions, however,
it plays an important role in the seasonality of emissions. Drought conditions did not have a
huge impact upon N2O emissions, although it is evident that it can cause a large degree of
variability resulting from the drying/wetting effect on emissions from soils. Climate change
and Increasing temperatures will likely play a role in increasing year-round emissions and
more frequent storm systems may contribute to emissions behaving more ‘unpredictable’.
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PART 4
6.

Conclusion and Recommendations

6.1. Conclusion
The aims of this thesis were to characterize N2O emissions from the southeast Australian
mainland soils from monthly to interannual timescales, to extend and improve upon the
accuracy of past estimates and to assist with the mitigation of future emissions. These aims
were achieved by analysing approximately 205,000 hourly N2O measurements from Cape
Grim Baseline Air Pollution Station, Tasmania, and refining the selection of samples with
which to make the emission estimates from soils using back trajectory information and radon
as a tracer species for terrestrial influence on air masses. The interannual and seasonal
variability of N2O fluxes were then assessed to deduce how they have changed over time and
to determine if there is any link with climatic conditions and land-use activities in southeast
Australia. With this and the objectives of this study in mind, the following conclusions have
been made:
•

Average N2O emissions from southeast Australia for the period 1993 – 2016 were
estimated to be 135 ± 35 kgN km-2 yr-1, which is in good agreement with the previous
estimate of 130 ± 30 kgN km-2 yr-1 by Wilson et al. (1997) over the period 1985 – 1993.
The estimate is significantly higher than those made by the Department of
Environment and Energy (2016) (37 kgN km-2 yr-1), which is likely to be an
underestimate. The estimate made in this study also aligns with other measurements
made on agricultural lands such as dairy farms and other crops such as wheat and
barley.

•

There was found to be a long-term increase (2.52 kgN km-2 yr-1) of N2O emissions from
soils in southeast Australia. This equates to an increase from 107 kgN km-2 yr-1 in 1993
to 179 kgN km-2 yr-1 in 2016. This trend is a direct link to increasing use of nitrogenous
fertilizers on agricultural soils. Precipitation was found to have a weak correlation with
the interannual variability of N2O fluxes observed in this study. Other factors such as
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substrate availability, temperature, and irrigation play important roles in influencing
the variability of N2O emissions from soils in southeast Australia.
•

The annual cycle of N2O emissions observed in this study consists of two peaks: a
primary peak in spring, and a larger, secondary peak in autumn. The spring peak had
been previously recognized by Wilson et al. (1997) and is a result of high soil moisture
and rising temperatures during the growing season. The autumn peak has not been
previously observed before and is likely the result of a combination of factors,
including: high autumn temperatures and irrigation at the time of nitrogen fertilizer
application. The peak is observed to be more pronounced for the period 2010-2016,
a time where fertilizer usage and water use for irrigation increased dramatically.

These findings indicate the importance of mitigating N2O emissions from agricultural soils,
both in terms of its impact towards climate change and the depletion of the stratospheric
ozone, and its impact for financial investment of N. Nitrous oxide emissions from southeast
Australia are significantly increasing and are most sensitive to agricultural land-use activities.
As the population continues to grow and the reliance on the agricultural industry increases,
mitigating the atmospheric losses of N2O from nitrogenous fertilizers has become detrimental
for the prevention of further climate change.

6.2. Recommendations for future work
Future research using radon to estimate N2O emissions from southeast Australia should
utilize higher resolution radon flux measurements for the flux analysis. Since this study used
only monthly values, greater accuracy could be reached if measurements were of shorter
timescales. Furthermore, since Melbourne had previously been found to be a large source of
N2O (Dunse, 2002), this study would benefit by filtering out Melbourne using CO.

As previously discussed, the radon concentrations measured at Cape Grim were observed to
be in decline during winter. This creates an opportunity for further research into the
mechanisms driving this significant change. This would also benefit those studies involving
the use of radon as a tracer for terrestrial emissions.
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Furthermore, since this study was only interested on N2O emissions from the mainland,
emissions from King Island and Tasmania were not investigated. These islands are significant
sources of N2O (Wilson et al., 1997) and represent a need for further research.
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Appendices

Appendix 1. Polar plot of radon concentrations (mBq) measured at Cape Grim, Tasmania.

Appendix 2. Zonal mean influence plot of air trajectories from Cape Grim, Tasmania.
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Appendix 3. 80-hour Hysplit back-trajectory from Cape Grim, Tasmania.

Appendix 4. Agricultural land areas in Victoria (Agriculture Victoria, 2014).
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Appendix 5. Yearly averages of N2O fluxes for southeast Australia for the period 2000 –
2009.

Appendix 6. Shapefile of Victoria used for the AWRA-L water balance model
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Appendix 7. Annual cycle of N2O emissions from southeast Australia over the period 1993 –
2016, omitting the years 1994 – 1995, 2002 – 2004, and 2012.
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